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GALLERY M to Host Renoir and the Masters of Impressionism Show
Renowned Impressionists Works for Sale
Denver, April 10, 2006 -- Renoir & The Impressionists, a rare collection of
paintings, drawings, etchings and lithographs of Impressionists Pierre-Auguste Renoir,
Pissarro, Cassatt, Manet, Gauguin and Cezanne, will be on display and for sale at
GALLERY M in Cherry Creek North from May 5 – 7. The preview begins April 28th.
Alexandre Renoir, the great-grandson of Pierre-Auguste Renoir, will be present at
the opening receptions for the impressionism show. Alexandre Renoir will present a
series of his original works and discuss his great-grandfather’s legacy. While at the
gallery during Renoir’s appearances, collectors will have the opportunity to hear him
speak about his work as well as his great grandfather’s and other master impressionist’s
works that are represented in the collection. Renoir will personally sign any work of art
purchased from his original selection during the selling exhibition.
For The Impressionist selling exhibition, many of the works available are one-ofa-kind graphics by these great artists and are museum-quality. For collectors, art
enthusiasts as well as novices, this is a unique opportunity to view these priceless works
and own a piece of art history.
The artwork of Alexandre Renoir displays the beauty and charm reminiscent of
the style of his great-grandfather and the Impressionism period. Alexandre was born in
Cagnes Sur Mer in the south of France, where his great grandfather spent the last 12
years of his life. Although Alexandre’s family moved to Canada when he was four, he
grew up surrounded by art and artists.

(more)

The opening receptions for Renoir & The Impressionists are Friday, May 5th from 6:00 –
9:00 p.m., Saturday, May 6th from 4:00 – 7:00 p.m. and May 7th from 1:00 – 3:00 p.m.
GALLERY M is located at 2830 East Third Avenue in Denver. Those interested
in viewing and acquiring these great works must RSVP by either going online at
gallerym.com or calling (303) 331-8400.
For more information about the Renoir & The Impressionists show; receive
copies of images suitable for publication or to arrange an interview with the artist call
GALLERY M at 303.331.8400 or Jackie Brown-Griggs at 303.300-2255.
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